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3 CH 4096 gray Dual signal LED driver IC SJ1221

Product Description

SJ1221 is 4096 gray-scale three-channel breakpoint function LED drive control dedicated
circuit, the internal integration of MCU digital interface, data latch, LED high voltage drive circuit.
Through the peripheral MCU control to achieve the chip's individual brightness, cascade control to
achieve outdoor large-screen color dot matrix light control. HTTP function using advanced HPD error
signal recognition technology, the channel error signal recognition rate of 95% or more, and also
uses a patented dual decoding engine, while monitoring the two channels, any channel signal
problems in real time switch To the normal channel, the human eye is not easy to find the process of
switching abnormal screen. SJ1221 RGB channel output using 4096 gray-scale output, and add
each channel current independent adjustment function, coupled with high-precision constant current
design, the screen effect to restore the true color, rich and colorful. SJ1221 using our proprietary S-
Drive drive technology and enhanced reception technology, greatly enhanced the distance between
the points. Product performance, quality and reliable.

Features

Dual-channel break function, IC or other component damage (non-continuous 2) signal can
continue to download, and the screen does not jump

leading HPD error signal recognition technology, channel fault recognition rate of 95% or more

patent dual decoding engine, while monitoring and decoding 2 channels, any use of the channel
problems will be real-time switch to the normal channel, and because it is real-time switching, the
failure of the human eye is also more difficult to find the screen abnormal process

SJ1221 can operate at any frame rate

advanced channel fault test function:

1. Channel test real-time response function: real-time through the test program to dynamically
detect any channel failure, the main channel is normal red light, the auxiliary channel is normal
green light, any channel failure corresponds to the light does not light, fault recovery is light, real-
time monitoring , Real-time response, this real-time response function is conducive to find the high
frequency of soft failure.

2. Dual-channel short-circuit test function: the actual product may be adjacent to the main channel,
adjacent to the processing of short-circuit phenomenon, and the test screen effect is not easy to be
found, but the long-term use may be unstable. Through the special test program, such a fault
SJ1221 can be effectively identified by the light state out
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RGB output port can achieve 4096 gray level, port refresh rate 2K

± 3 high constant current accuracy design

RGB per channel current can be set independently through the software, divided into 16 SJ1221A:
1.5mA-24mA, very poor 1.5mA, the default power of 18mA

SJ1221B: 3mA-48mA, very poor 3mA, power-on default current 36mA

SJ1221 data transmission frequency 770K / s. 700 points cascade, the screen can be achieved
refresh rate greater than 30 frames / sec. 350 points cascade, the screen refresh rate is greater
than 60 frames / sec.

chip VDD built-in 5V regulator, the output port voltage up to 30V

Power on RGB channel full light, brightness 50%

S-Drive drive technology and enhanced reception technology, greatly enhanced the distance
between the points

industrial design, stable and reliable

Simple application map

PIN MAP （SOP8）
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PIN Function
SJ1221

No. Symbol Function

1 OUTR Red PWM control output

2 OUTG Green PWM control output

3 OUTB Blue PWM control output

4 DOUT Display data cascade output （770K）

5 DIN Display data input（770K）

6 GND GND

7 FDIN Assist display data input（770K）

8 VDD Power

Maximum rating（If no special instructions，Ta＝ 25 ℃，Vss＝ 0 V）

parameter symbol range unit

Logic supply voltage Vdd 6 .5 V
Output port withstand

voltage Vout 30 V

Logic input voltage Vi − 0.5 ～ Vdd＋ 0.5 V

Operating temperature Topt − 45～ ＋ 85 ℃

Storage temperature Tstg − 55 ～ ＋ 150 ℃

Antistatic ESD 8 0 0 0 V

Rated output power Pd 4 0 0 mW

Recommended working range （If no special instructions，Ta＝ − 4 0
～ ＋ 8 5 ℃，Vss＝ 0 V）

parameter symbol Min Normal Max Unit
Test

condtion

Logic supply voltage Vdd 3 5.5 6 V -
High frequency input

voltage Vih 0.7 Vdd - Vdd V -
Low frequency input

voltage Vil 0 - 0.3 Vdd V -
Output port Pressure

voltage Vout 28 30 V -
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Electrical parameters （If no special instructions，Ta＝ − 4 0 ～ ＋ 8 5 ℃，Vss＝ 0 V, Vdd＝ 4.5 ～ 5.5
V）

parameter symbol Min Normal Max Unit Test condtion
Low frequency output

current Iout 1.5 18 17.5 mA R，G，B-UCS5603A
Low frequency output

current Iout 3 36 48 mA R，G，B-UCS5603B
Low frequency output

current Ido 20 - - mA Vo ＝ 0.4 V，Dout

input current Ii - - ±1 µA
High frequency input

voltage Vih 0.7 Vdd - V DIN，SET
Low frequency input

voltage Vil - - 0.3 Vdd V DIN，SET

Hysteresis voltage Vh - 0.35 - V DIN，SET

Current offset（CH） dIout ±1.5 ±3.0 % Vds=1V，Iout=18mA

Current offset（IC） dIout ±3.0 ±5.0 % Vds=1V，Iout=18mA

Current offset VS-
Vds %dVds ±0.1 ±0.5 %/V 1V<Vds<3V

Current offset VS-
Vdd %dVds ±1.0 ±2.0 %/V 4.5V<Vdd<5.5V

Dynamic current loss IDDdyn 1 mA No load

Power consumption PD 300 mW （Ta=25℃）

Thermal resistance Rth(j-a) 80 190 ℃/W

Switch characteristics （If no special instructions，Ta＝ − 4 0 ～ ＋ 8 5 ℃，Vss＝ 0 V, Vdd＝ 4.5 ～ 5.5
V）

parameter symbol Min Normal Max Unit Test condtion

Oscillation
frequency

FOSC1 - 770 - KHz Vdd =5V

FOSC2 - 20 - MHz Vdd =5V
Transmission
delay time Tflz - - 300 ns Cl＝ 15 pF，DIN → DOUT，Rl ＝ 10 kΩ

Fall time Tthz - - 120 μs Cl ＝ 300 pF，OUTR / OUTG / OUTB

Data transfer rate Fd 800 - - Kbps Duty cycle 50 %

Input capacitor Ci - - 15 pF -
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Power status description：

After power-up RGB channels are 50% gray-scale output, RGB bright, constant current value: 18mA

Return to 0 Description：

SJ1221 uses the return code to send the signal. After the power is reset, the chip waits to
receive the work verification code. After receiving the correct work verification code, it will start
receiving the receipt. After receiving the 36-bit data, the DO port will forward the data for the
next chip to provide the input data. Before forwarding, DO port has been pulled low. At this
point the chip will not accept the new data, chip OUTR, OUTG, OUTB three PWM output port
according to the received 36bit data, issued a corresponding different 4096 duty cycle signal,
the signal cycle in about 0.5 ms. If the received signal is a RESET signal, the chip will send the
received data to the display, the chip will be in the signal after the end of the re-receive a new
work verification code, received after the receipt of the receipt, after receiving enough 36bit
data, DO The port will start forwarding data, the chip does not accept the RESET code before,
OUTR, OUTG, OUTB pin the original output remains unchanged, when received RESET code,
the chip will just receive the 36bit PWM data pulse output to OUTR, OUTG , On the OUTB pin.

SJ1221 with 0 code transmission protocol, with automatic shaping forwarding function, after
any number of IC, the signal will not be attenuated.

Dual signal function：

1. SJ1221 uses dual-channel input breakpoint resume function, when the fault point, the
signal can skip the point of failure to continue to download, skip the fault point continued
in the next case, the next level IC will automatically identify the signal source and
accordingly Correct the data, so the screen will not jump.

2. SJ1221 uses a leading HPD error signal recognition technology, channel fault recognition rate
of 95% or more. Only in the case of effective identification of the channel can only be done in the
case of accurate switching channel, if the fault can be identified is limited and thus in the event of
some channel failure can not be identified and can not switch to the effective channel or due to
miscarriage of justice and the effective channel to switch to failure Channel, which will reduce the
reliability of the HTTP function even more than the failure rate is greater than the single channel
transmission. The leading HPD signal recognition technology can effectively identify the signal
changes caused by various faults, and through the two channels to identify real-time comparison,
can maximize the channel failure to identify the maximum possible to achieve the effect of HTTP.

3. SJ1221 uses a patented dual decoding engine technology, while monitoring and comparing the
two channels of decoding data. 2 channels are real-time decoding, and through the HPD
technology to determine the decoding data for each channel, then the results of the two channels to
compare the results of comparison to determine whether to switch the channel. This basically
avoids unnecessary and even may cause erroneous switching, reducing the resulting failure rate.

4. SJ1221 can not be limited by the frame rate, even if the frame rate is low and will not cause the
wrong switch.

5. SJ1221 real-time monitoring and comparison of two channels, once a channel failure, SJ1221
real-time identification and real-time switching channels, and because it is real-time switching,
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so the human eye is not easy to detect the process of switching abnormal screen
phenomenon, A lamp in the course of work is using the channel failure, many times the
human eye can not observe the screen exception.

Test instruction

During the production test, it is recommended that the following two steps be tested：

1. Normal test： The controller to send R-G-B-black four-color jump program or other measurable
work is normal and can effectively detect the phenomenon of lack of color leakage
phenomenon, in addition to test out the lamp failure, but also for the next channel test
to lay the foundation The

2. Single channel fault and 2 channel short circuit test： Using a dedicated test program test, can be
effective and real-time dynamic identification of a single channel failure

2 channel short circuit fault，as the table below： Brightness is 25%

a.
Only the main channel is
normal：

R on，GB stay as before
（black）

b.
Only auxiliary channel is
normal：

G on，RB stay as before
（black）

c.
The main channel and
auxiliary channel are normal：

RG on，stay as before
（black）

d.

The main channel and
auxiliary channel are not
normal： RGB stay as before（black）

e.
Main channel and auxiliary
short circuit： RGB stay as before（black）

1： The actual test of the second step, the test controller into the test should first start 2 full
black screen (so that all off the RGB), and then send a dedicated test program, so as to observe
the correct light state, the above written "the original state (Black) "means this means.

2： SJ1221 in the second step test with real-time response function: For example, the main
channel is normal red light, in the absence of power, once the main channel failure occurs when the
red light goes out, when the fault is removed, the red light and immediately point Bright, so that
through the test program real-time dynamic detection of any channel failure, auxiliary channel also
with the same. In other words, channel testing and response are real-time, so that debugging and
production testing is more likely to find the problem, but also easy to repair.

3： Step 2 The test uses the L-P algorithm to identify soft faults at higher frequencies. In general,
hard faults are easy to observe, but soft faults (non-continuous) are not easily recognized. SJ1221
uses L-P algorithm to identify the higher frequency of soft faults, by flashing to identify.
Remark： If the SJ1221 test controller is compatible with both the DO port and the FDIN port,
connect the DO port and the FDIN port to the first DIN and FDIN terminals. If the test controller only
DO port and no FDO port, can not be connected to the first DO port DIN and FDIN, or the first light
in the test mode will not be normal light instructions, the controller DO port can only connect the first
lamp DIN The
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Each color constant current value setting

1. SJ1221 can R, G, B three channels of the constant current value is set independently, each
channel can be set 16 constant current value, the value range

SJ1221A: 1.5mA-24mA, Level difference: 1.5mA
SJ1221B： 3mA-48mA , Level difference: 3mA

The following table shows the constant current values for each of the 16 stages.

R/G/B
SJ1221A SJ1221B

Current（mA） Current（mA）

1 1.5 3

2 3 6
3 4.5 9

4 6 12

5 7.5 15
6 9 18

7 10.5 21
8 12 24

9 13.5 27
10 15 30

11 16.5 33
12 18 36

13 19.5 39
14 21 42

15 22.5 45

16 24 48

2. Through the constant current value of the independent set function, the RGB lamp beads can be
different current ratio, in order to achieve the effect of the actual white balance, plus

4096 level of high brightness, so you can achieve high-quality picture effects.

3. Through the constant current value setting function, according to the actual needs of lamps,
through the software to set a different current (power or brightness).
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Constant current curve

SJ1221 excellent constant current characteristics, between channels and even between the chip
current is minimal.

(1): The maximum current error between channels is less than ± 1.5 ℅，And the maximum current
error between the chip is less than ± 3 ℅.

(2): When the load terminal voltage changes, UCS5603 output current is not affected, as shown
below

(3): As shown in the figure below, the current Iout of the UCS5603 output port is related to the
voltage Vds curve applied to the port. The smaller the Iout current is, the smaller the Vds required in
the constant current state.

1. SJ1221A
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2. SJ1221B
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Application diagram:

1. 5V power supply, string single LED

1)： Application, the controller FDO to SJ1221 connection can not take, then the first point does not
have a complete breakpoint resume function.

2) ： 5V application, it is recommended in the DIN side in series with a protective resistor RPI
(resistance see the components behind the table selection table)

3)： Note that the other end of the (RPI resistor connected to the DIN pin) should be connected to the
next IC's FDIN instead of connecting directly from the DIN pin to the next IC's FDIN

2. 12V power supply, string 3 LED
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1)： Application, the controller FDO to SJ1221 connection can not take, then the first point does not
have a complete breakpoint resume function.

2) ： 12V applications, should be in the DIN, FDIN and DO port as shown in the figure plus a
protective resistor (resistance see the following components of the selection table).

3); Note that the other end of the (RPI resistor connected to the DIN pin) should be connected to the
next IC's RFDI instead of directly from the DIN Pin to RFDI of the next IC

4)： In addition to the IC between the VDD and GND must be connected between a 104 capacitor,
VCC and GND must also be connected between a 104 capacitor to reduce ground surge
interference

3. 24V power supply, string 4-6 LED

1)： Application, the controller FDO to SJ1221 connection can not take, then the first point does not
have a complete breakpoint resume function.

2)： 24V applications, in the DIN, FDIN and DO port as shown in the figure plus a protective resistor
(resistance see the components behind the table selection table)

3); Note that the FDIN protection resistor RFDI should be connected from the other end of the (RPI
resistor to the DIN pin) to the next IC, instead of connecting directly from the DIN pin to the next IC's
FDIN protection resistor RFDI

4)： In addition to the IC between the VDD and GND must be connected between a 104 capacitor,
VCC and GND must also be connected between a 104 capacitor to reduce ground surge
interference
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4. 24V power supply, LED 4-6 string, 2 parallel (SJ1221B)

1)： Application, the controller FDO to SJ1221 connection can not take, then the first
point does not have a complete breakpoint resume function.

2) ： 24V applications, in the DIN, FDIN and DO port as shown in the figure plus a
protective resistor (resistance see the components behind the table selection table)

3) ; Note that the FDIN protection resistor RFDI should be connected from the other
end of the (RPI resistor to the DIN pin) to the next IC, instead of connecting directly
from the DIN pin to the next IC's FDIN protection resistor RFDI

4)： In addition to the IC between the VDD and GND must be connected between a
104 capacitor, VCC and GND must also be connected between a 104 capacitor to
reduce ground surge interference
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Component selection table: In order to better achieve the HTTP function, it is
recommended that customers press the table to select the value

Precautions:

When designing the layout, it is recommended that the DIN and FDIN pads be separated (eg VCC,
FDIN, GND, DIN pad) because adjacent pads in production may cause short circuit leakage due to wire
glitches or poor solder paste (Such as VCC, FDIN, DIN, GND pad arrangement), because the leakage
case 2 (if the VCC, FDIN, DIN, GND pad arrangement), because the leakage and the leakage of the
case 2, the leakage of the product may occur in the production, Channel signals affect each other, under
certain circumstances may not be normal, HTTP function can not be achieved

Package outline and dimensions

SOP8

component 24V 12V 5V
RVDD 2.4K（1206 packing） 820 82
RDI 500 500 500
RFDI 500 500
RDO 120 68-120
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